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‘County Lines’ Siloed Information Is
Analytically Stifling Your Arrest Levels
Real-Time Collected Data from Street Level Officers is the Key!
No one knows analytics better than we do! Analysts play a major role in sifting through the data
that is collected over a period of time. They work extremely hard and fervently to assist in the
solving of crime. Sadly, so much is being missed, lost and under-reported it is not the results
we all require or demand. Checkboxes tell us nothing except robotic answers; there is so much
more to an incident that is there and may not be relevant today, be there is a connectivity value.
County Lines which is a United
Kingdom issue has been described in
the following manner:
‘County lines is when criminals from
major cities such as Liverpool,
Manchester, London, and Birmingham
expand their drug networks to other
areas of the country. ... The crime is
called county lines because a single
telephone number is used to order
drugs, operated from outside the
area.’
Does the United States have the same issues?
Of course, no one though is discussing as openly as in the U.K., but they should be.
The interconnection of the corridors of roadways, highways and federal thoroughfares daily are
having millions of cash, drugs and human trafficking being traveled.
It is not necessary to argue on of what we should or should not be doing; it is about resolution
in a cost-effective manner with the outcome being more arrests, incarcerations and serious
reduction in these crimes, which in turn changes all crime.
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Drugs, cash and human trafficking and the transportation of these as connected crimes are the
basis of the majority of all criminal activity.
In the United Kingdom, the term county lines is a neologism referring to the practice of using
children to traffic drugs into rural areas. In 2018, British police stated that they believed there
were around 1,500 drug trafficking routes of this sort in the United Kingdom.
Traffickers recruit vulnerable children, including children in pupil referral units who have
been excluded from school, as drug dealers. Some young people are recruited via "debt
bondage," whereby they enter county lines to pay off drug debts. Others enter county lines of
their own volition, owing to boredom and a lack of legitimate opportunity in marginalized
communities.
The practice is also known by those involved as ‘going country’ or ‘out there.’ It is facilitated via
dedicated mobile phone lines and apps.
The Children's Society, a British charity, criticizes an inconsistent approach by professionals
working with children, saying while some police or social workers view the practice as child
exploitation, others treat vulnerable young people as criminals.
The serious of these crimes are tantamount to slavery, in 2018, a drug dealer was convicted of
offenses under the Modern Slavery Act relating to ‘county lines’ activities.
A 2019 estimate by the National Crime Agency projected the total turnover of all county lines
activities throughout the UK as roughly £500 million or more.
Via all of the policing, social workers and organizations who are attempting to stem these
crimes, the data loss and underreporting is an even larger cause for the continuing growth.
If someone told you that you change this virtually in months, you wouldn’t believe them, as your
mindset is a simple view of ‘it is what it is.’

I humbly state you are WRONG!
There is a global solution that has been developed five years ago, implemented and
been successfully curbing these self-same issues for over three and half years.
LENSS (Law Enforcement Network Sharing Solution) platform is a street-level
policing tool that is a ‘real-time’ perpetual two-way record of events. Its accessibility is
instantaneous within any event, from a simple traffic stop, a call for service or to an
interview with a potential suspect.
All known data through the Department of Motor Vehicles, National Crime Agency
Information, other locally used databases or the equivalents of each country, agency or
national operation is reported back to the officer and at the same time to every other
officer who reported information that has been previously noted.
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At the same time, instantaneously those officers who have previously had a reported
interaction are informed via SMS Text Message and Email. They know all about what is
happening in that moment and have the information of the officer who has just opened
this stop or interview and can interact directly with them.
There is categorically no solution on a global, national or local basis that can share
across borders and agencies. It is the law enforcement game changer and can be
assimilated as ‘Policing on Steroids.’
LENSS (Law Enforcement Network
Sharing Solution) platform works as a
standalone RMS/CAD or can be integrated
with your internal systems. The capability to
onboard your total agency or force is in a
single operation. The support and training
are second to none.
The difference with LENSS is simple; it was logically designed by former law
enforcement officers who work on the day to day operation with the software team.
This is not a singular IT operation; we understand the streets, morale of officers and
how to motivate all to physically participate in successful crime fighting.
LENSS is a CJIS secure, compliant cloud-based modular platform and is based on
perpetual notation which is totally searchable. The query ability is second to none and
really does offer officer safety in knowing so much more when interactions are occurring.
The LENSS Currency Tracking Module is the only global solution for tracking ‘drug
buy or organized crime funds’ that you insert into society. If you are photocopying
these funds and placing in a filing cabinet for checking later, you are a LENSS client!
The money laundering that is a major global issue is solvable through LENSS. Any street-

level officer on the LENSS Currency Tracking Module can scan seized funds from
their computer or Smartphone, if it is a match for uploaded currency, the officer whose
case it is, will be notified instantaneously via SMS Text and Email. None of the case
information is seen by the officer on the street.
Make an appointment; we will visit in person, converse and demonstrate the solution.

LENSS is the Needed & Demanded Change…
WE ARE IN THE NOW & KEEP YOU; IN THE KNOW…
For more information call: USA: (318) 995-1821 - UK: 0207 1019247

Email: ashton@perceptiveintelligence.com
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